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초 록

구매자와 판매자의 판매과정에서 '구매가치'는 구매자의 구매의사결정에 있어서 매우 중 

요한 가격대비 질의 중요한 측정치이다, 본 논문의 목적은 온라인 구매자들이 동일한 물건 

을 파는 판매자들 중에 최적 판매자를 선택하는 데 도움이 되는 방법론을 제안함에 있다, 이 

방법론 수립을 위하여 DEA(data envelopment analysis) 방법론의 적용모형의 하나인 FDH 

(free disposal hull) 모형을 사용하고, 이 모형 의 실효성을 실 제 가격 비 교 사이트로부터 획득 

한 데이터를 이용하여 검증하였다.

모형 검증과정에서는 가격, 브랜드, 배달 기간 등 거래 조건에 대하여 구매자들이 어떻게 

반응하는지를 우선 분석하고, 이를 바탕으로 구매자의 구매 의사결정을 돕는 판매자 추천 

시스템을 구축하였다. 본 연구를 통하여 검증된 FDH 모형은, 구매자 측면에서 최적조건, 최 

저가로 좋은 제품과 서비스를 원하는 구매자에게 유용한 정보를 제공하고, 나아가 자동화된 

소규모 거래에도 활용될 수 있을 것으로 기대된다. 판매자 측면에서는, 구매자의 선호도를 

더욱 자세히 파악함으로써 타판매자 대비 경쟁력을 가지는 벤치마킹 전략을 수립하는 데에 

도 유용하게 이용될 수 있을 것으로 기대된다,

ABSTRACT

In a buyer-seller transaction process, value for money/ a measure of quality-price- 

ratio, is one of the most important criteria for buyers' purchasing decisions. The purpose 

of this paper is to suggest a method which helps online shoppers choose the best of 

several sellers offering homogeneous goods. We suggest FDH (free disposal hull) model, 

an applied model of data envelopment analysis (DEA), for online buyer-seller transactions 

and verify it with the data from an Internet comparison shopping site.

For this purpose, we analyze consumer choice? behaviors by ex거mining how consumers 

respond to different sale conditions such as price, brand, or delivery time. Then, we 

implement a seller recommendation system to support buyers' purchasing decisions. We 

expect our FDH model to provide valuable information for rational buyers who want to
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pay the least price for high quality products/services and to be used in implementing 

automated evaluation processes in micro transactions. Moreover, we expect that our 

results can be utilized for sellers' benchmarking strategies which help sellers be more 

competitive by showing them how to attract buyers.

키워드 : 비교쇼핑, 가격비교, 판매자 추천, DEA(Data Envelopment Analysis), FDH(Free 

Disposal Hull)

Comparison Shopping, Price Comparison, Seller Recommendation, Data 

Envelopment Analysis, Free Disposal Hull

1. Introduction

When purchasing a specific book or an 

MP3 player, buyers on online shopping try to 

select the best of several sellers offering ho

mogeneous goods with different sale con

ditions, such as price, delivery time, and cus

tomer service. In doing so, they desire to se

lect the seller which can obtain the highest 

satisfaction for what they pay. Actually, 

many consumers consider quality-price-ratio 

in order to choose a 'best—buy' [18], Recently, 

an increasing number of consumers are visit

ing Internet comparative shopping services, 

which are referred as shopbots (아lort for 

shopping robots) in Smith and Brynj이fsson 

[17] and Montgomery et al. [14].

Typically, shopbots display a comparative 

information on a variety of sellers and rank 

the sellers based on the characteristics of in

terest to the buyer such as price, delivery 

time, or customer satisfaction scores. A few 

shopbots provide a recommendation informa

tion through a customer certified mark or 

trust store mark. Such a recommendation 

mark is granted to the seller receiving a high

er evaluation score. Some of them, such as 

the lBizRate/ 'DealTime/ Shopping Smart/ 

'Shopzilla,' and 'Epinions,5 provide the 'best- 

buy' mark to the seller presenting the least 

cost among the recommended sellers. How

ever, most consumers cannot easily make a 

purchasing decision with such recommenda

tion marks, which do not reflect quality- 

price-ratio.

In a buyer-seller transaction process, value 

for money/ a measure of quality-price-ratio, 

is one of the most important criteria for a 

buyer- purchasing decision [16]. The terms 

value' and 'money' represent a composite 

measure of what a buyer receives from goods 

and/or services and a measure of what hq/she 

pays for them, respectively. The purpose of 

this paper is to h시p an online shopper choose 

the best of several sellers offering homoge

neous goods. To do, we address the following 

problems : what affects an online shopper to 

choose one of several sellers offering homo

geneous goods? For example, does a buyer 

select a seller offering the highest value- 
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for-money rather than the lowest price? We 

analyze consumer choice behavior by reveal

ing how consumers respond to different as

pects of sale conditions such 차s price, brand 

and delivery7 time with shopbot data used by 

Smith and Brynjolfsson [17]. Shopbots can be 

냐라ized as a laboratoiy where consumers re

spond to heterogena)us offers from several 

sellers [3],

While Smith and Brynjolfsson- study [17] 

is one of the first empirical studies on con

sumer- decision-making at shopbot, Mokl 

tgomery et al.™- [14] is one of the first papers 

discussing the implementation of shopbots. 

They design a shopbot by dev산oping a utility 

model of consumer purchasing behavior. 

Then they show how to reduce time-con

suming searches that provide redundant or 

dominated alternatives. However, their irrr 

plementation has a problem with measuring 

user preference, bee잤나se their shopbot should 

estimate the parameters of utility model for 

each customer. Then it is very difficult to use 

this method in practice for real recom

mendation because of heavy load to servers 

in calculating and memorizing differences of 

customers. To solve this problem, we use one 

of DEA (data env셚opment analysis) methods 

to implement shopbot.

Usually, DEA has been used to evaluate the 

performance of production/operation process 

of organizations which use inputs to produce 

outputs. Since DEA cross-compares the 

combination of inputs and outputs, which are 

given, it does not need to assume any specific 

function or parameters. We suggest that a 

buyer-seller transaction pr(x?ess can be in

terpreted as a production process consisting 

of the combination of inputs and outputs, 

since a consumer pays the price and obtains 

the value from the characteristics of 거 product 

or a seller. As a result, the value-for-money 

in transition process is equivalent to the ef

ficiency of the production process consisting 

inputs and outputs. In this view point, we im

plement a seller recommendation service, by 

measuring the value-for-money of several 

sellers providing the identical product with 

the different sale conditions.

Our study complements recent DEA stud

ies that evaluate sellers in terms of purchase 

efficiency [10, 25,炎 27, 21, 22, 28, 23]. These 

studies deal with heterogeneous goods or 

service in a traditional (off니ine) transaction 

between a consiuner arid a seller. Therefore, 

their studies are elated with goods s신ection 

in off-line shopping. In contrast, this research 

deals with seller selection in an online trans

action process between a buyer and several 

sellers offering 당 goods.

We suggest FDH (free disposal, hull) model, 

a DEA model, which can reflect the charac

teristic of a buyer-^seller transaction to meas

ure the purchase value. Then, we comj后re our 

result from FDH model with those from CCR 

(Chames, Cooper, and Rhodes), BCC (Banker, 

Chames, and Cooper), and hedonic pricing 

models. After verifying our FDH m(x0 with 
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shopbot data, we implement a seller recom

mendation system Finally, we provide sellers 

with benchmarking strategies which can be 

utilized as polices for price and service 

management.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Method이ogy Measuring 

Value-for-Money

In the market of the cori^etitive goods and 

service, value-for-money is the general stan

dard used for the superior purchase [16]. 

Value-for-money has been considered as the 

standard of the customer selection in many 

studies [15, 7, 18, 16, 19] where value-for- 

money is referred to consumer value, product 

efficiency, or purchase efficiency. In this re

search, we call it as value-for-money.

The choice problem of a product or a seller 

belongs to MCDM (multiple-criteria deci

sion-making) which considers the various 

properties of a product or a seller. The prob

lems of MCDA can be solved by MAUT 

(multi attribute utility theory) or Lancaster 

[11] s characteristics value theory [9]. MAUT 

applies the same weighted value to all esti

mated-targets regardless of group under 

evaluation. On the other hand, the weighted 

values in Lancaster [11] are determined by the 

attributes of the group under evaluation.

In economics, the techniques measuring the 

purchase value based on Lancasters consum

er selection theory can be divided into two 

groups according to the method for estimating 

the en耳)irical production function or the fron

tier :one is the parametric (stochastic) ap

proach represented by the Hedonic pricing 

model and the other non-parametric non-sto- 

chastic approach represented by the DEA 

model [9]. The parametric approach estimates 

a frontier through the econometrical techni

que, v마]ile the non-parametric 再泪roach through 

the mathematical programming [13].

Unlike Hedonic pricing model, the DEA 

model does not need to assume a specific dis

tribution in order to estimate the population. 

In addition, it does not need to set the weight

ed values of inputs and outputs, since the 

weighted values of variables are determined 

when the efficiencies of decision making units 

(DMUs) are measured by cross-comparing 

the combinations of inputs and outputs. DEA 

can also give a manager the substantial help 

by providing where inefficiency is generated 

and how inefficiency can be removed.

2.2 DEA Studies on Consumers 

Selection

Before consumers select the best among 

several skiers, they evaluate several sellers 

in terms of value-for-money. The existing 

research on the seller evaluation can be clas

sified into linear model, analytical hierarchy 

process (AHP), principal component analysis 
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(PCA), game model, activity based costing 

(ABC), neui^al network, statistical analysis, 

and DEA [22]. Among them, DEA method

ology is appropriate to evaluate the ratios of 

valtie-for-money for the prod냐cts provided 

by several online sellers who provide an iden

tical product with the different sale con^ 

ditions. In cases with similar conditions, many 

studies, as shown in <Table 1>, use the DEA 

to evaluate products or sellers to find out a 

best^buy.

Doyle and Green [8] introduce the DEA 

model the customers selection field for the 

first time. They 나se DEA mod언 to evaluate 

many products having similar attributes and 

provide the information for the choice of 

gcods. Thereafter, many studies [7, 16, 9, 18, 

19] use DEA model for the selection of goods 

or service.

On the other hand, Kleinsorge et al. [10] 

and Weber [25] applied the DEA model for 

the supplier (seller) selection in the supply 

chain network. Several studies, such as 

Weber and Dasai [26], Weber et al. [27], 

Talluri 121], Talluii arid Narasimliaii [22], Zhu 

[刼 and Talluri et al. [23], develop the various 

DEA models for the seller selection by 냐sing 

Weber [25]s data set. In Wefer [25], the pro^- 

CTable 1 > DEA St니dies on Consumers Selection

Studies DMUs Inputs Outputs

Doyle and Green [8]
Computer 

printerfn = 37)
Cost ■ Disc size, CPU speed

Despotis et al. [7] 

Smirlis et al. [16]

Prepaid cellular 

phone(n = 42)
Price

Evaluation scores of service 

provider and the cellular phone.

Femand@z”Ca야tK) and Smith [9] Car(n = 44) Price
Power, fuel, noi.se, trunk space, 

interior.

Staat et al. [181 Car(n - 30)

price, 

continued 

ratio

Resale cost, reliability, safety, the 

load evaluation, catalyst 

converter, comfortable

Staat and Hammerschmidt [19] Car(n = 48)

Price, 

operating 

cost

Comfortable, airbag, safety, 

engine power, the special 

apparatus, hedonic feature, 

reputation of a brand

Kleinsorge et al. [1 이

Provider's 

monthly history 

(n = 18)

Total 

cost, 

delivery

Bill, on-time delivery, experience, 

credit.

Weber [25], Weber, and Dasai 

[26], Weber et al. [27], Talluri

[21] , Talluri and Narasimhan

[22] , Zhu [28], Talluri et al. [23]

Providers(n 二 6) Unit cost
On-time delivery, quality of 

service
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duct (service) that a consumer tries to pur

chase is the delivery service which a seller 

provides. In this case, since the seller se

lection itself becomes the goods choice be

cause the service is not homogeneous. The 

above research comes in case of purchasing 

heterogeneous goods through off-line. As a 

result, our research is distinguished from 

those listed in <Table 1> because we deal 

with seller selection in an online transaction 

process between a buyer and several sellers 

offering homogeneous goods.

3. FDH Model Measuring 

Value-for-Money

3.1 Value-for-Money

A consumer pays a price then obtains a 

product and payment service, delivery serv

ice, and customer service from a seller. The 

price which a consumer pays becomes an 

input. The product and services which a seller 

provides become outputs. The value-for- 

money can be measured by the ratio of the 

outputs which a seller provides by their prod

uct and services to the price as an input which 

a consumer pays for the product and services. 

When a standardized product such as elec

tronic products is purchased, since the quality 

of the product which the seller provides is 

stable and the same, the value getting from 

it is fixed. In this case, the sale price, sellers 

characteristics, and services come to de

termine the selection of a seller by a consu

mer. Therefore, in case of purchasing stand

ardized products, a buyer-seller transaction 

process can be shown like <Figure 1>.

While a general production process con

sists of several inputs and outputs, a buy

er-seller transaction process consists of out 

input and several outputs. Following the 

studies [7, 9, 16] listed at <Table 1>, we also 

use price as one input variable to estimate the 

efficiency, which is considered as value-for- 

money in our paper.

3.2 The FDH Motels for a 毎Iler 
Recommendation

Fernandez-Castro and Smith [9] estimate 

〈Fig나「e 1 > A B니yer—Seller Transaction Process
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the purchase value frontier of Lancaster com

paring CCR, BCC, and the FDH mod시 s. BCC 

model relieves CRS (constant return to scale) 

of CCR model assumption and allows the 

VRS (variable return to scale). However, BCC 

model also has a problem because it deals 

with arbitraiy virtual combinations of inputs 

and outputs like CCR model. For this reason, 

Fernandez-Castro and Smith [9] consider 

FDH model as the most preferable model in 

the choice problem of a consumer. That 

means that the efficiency in FDH model was 

measured based on an actual observed inp니t 

and output excluding the combination of the 

virtual input and output. Lee et al. [12] also 

show that the assumption of the FDH model 

is the most desirable model in order to meas

ure the purchase value for the customers 

selection In this view of point, we suggest FDH 

model for the seller selection of a consumer.

FDH iwdel, one of mixed integer program

ming methods, is introduced by Deprins et al. 

[6] then developed by Tulkens [24]. It deals 

with the production provability set consisting 

of the actually observed input and output 

variables. FDH mod신 maintatas the assump

tion of BCC mod얺 about free disposability 

about input and output while reliving the as

sumption of BCC model abgt convexity7. As 

a result, FDH mcxiel is more realistic for 

measuring a value-for-money rather than 

CCR or BCC model. <Table 2> shows nota

tions to be used in our FDH model.

Efficient frontier can be divided into the in

put-oriented and output-oriented. In the in- 

put^orientation m(xielT we can increase val- 

ue^for-money scor운 if we roiuce an input to 

the optimal level, given output level. On the 

other hand, in the output-orientation model, 

we can increase value-for-noney score if we 

increase an output to the optimal level, given 

input level. <Table 3> shows the DEA mod

els and improvement policy according to the 

efficient frontier.

In <Table 3>, since efficiency score 8* 

(< l)of input^oriented model and efficiency 

score /(> 1) of output-oriented model are 

reciprocal 6广=(1/^), the ranks of both mod

els are identical [4]. The Input-oriental model 

is desirable for the price management, and

〈Ta이® 2> Notations in FDH Models

Symbol Explanation

Pi 

p. 
% 

皿 

A 

0

the price of jth seller(j1, 貝)

the price of sellerunder evaluation(o^{j\j = L ■■■,育}) 

the lev이 of i th service of j th seller(z = 1. ■■■. m) 

the level of i th service of seller o under evaluation 

the weight of price and the level of service 

Efficiency scor연, i.은. value-for-money
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〈Ta이e 3> DEA Models and Improvement Policy According to the Efficient Frontier

Ii^mt-ariented nxxlel CuLp나. “rk'nh너

CCR

min (9

S - ep<>
.i= 1

n
S 스 %,, z = L 2, ■■■, m
j=i
A. 그 0, j=l, 2, …, n

max 0

丿그 1
n

> 机心罗=L 2, •••, m 
./ = 1 •
A； >0, 2,…，n

BCC Adding、* = 1 in CCR model Adding、* = 1 in CCR model
.7=1

FDH Adding A.e{0,1} in BCC mod이 Adding 人戶{o, 1} in BCC model

Improvement 
policy io

J =[''
y.o = 6蚯 = 니

j=i ■

output-oriented model is desirable for the 

service management of a seller.

4. Validation of FDH model 

with a Data Set of 

Customers' Choice

4.1 Dataset

We verify our FDH model by using a sh(耳广 

bot dataset used by Smith and Brynjolfsson 

[17]. For 69 days, from August 25 to November 

1, 1999, data is collected from Deal Time 

which is the online comparative shopping 

service provider. We analyze 100 sessions 

comprising of 3,707 books, then compare our 

recommended results with the results of con

sumer choice behaviors. <Figure 2> shows 

the screen of the DealTime used for our val

idity test.

4.2 Variables

To verify our FDH model, we use total 

price and scores of delivery and brand as one 

input and two output variables, respectively. 

One input variable, the total price, includes the 

price of goods, weighted stage tax, and the 

shipping charge. Two output variables, the 

scores of d신ivery and brand, are transformed 

from the delivery period and brand used in 

Smith and Biynj이fsson [17]. The delivery 

score represents how much customer can be 

satisfied with the speed of delivery, and the 

brand score represents the expectation on 

how much customer can experience easy- 

and-safety payment and on-time delivery.

The delivery period in Smith and Bryrgolfsscffi 

[17] is the addition of shipping period and the 

acquisition period of the DealTime. The ac

quisition period is not the period which a con

sumer can select as the hanging period when
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the producer delivers a product to a seller. On 

the other hand, the shipping period has the 

option which can receive the fast delivery if 

a consumer makes payment of the addition 

shipping charge. Shipping services are div

ided into three groups such as 'Express ship- 

ping' (1~2 days), 'Priority shipping，(3〜6 

days), and 'Book rate' (over 7 days). Reflect

ing this classification of shipping period, we 

give sellers the scores of delivery service as 

follows : 10 for 1~2 days, 7 for 3~5 days, 

4 for 6~15 days, 2 for 15—30 days, and 1 for 

over 30days.

According to Smith and Brynjolfsson [17], 

the market share of three big Internet book 

sellers (Amazon.com, BN.com, and Borders. 

com) is 88% and all other sellerss market 

shares are less than 1% each. This means that 

consumers tend to recognize the brand of a 

seller as the reliability due to uncertainty of 

the payment and delivery in the on-line shop

ping [2]. To consider consumers value of 

brand, we give sellers the scores of confidence 

on sellers as follows : we give Amazon 4, BN

3, Borders 2, and the others 1.

4. 3 Remits

<Figure 3> shows the relation between 

models and consumers choice behavior. The 

selection rate in the FDH, VRS, CRS, and he

donic pricing models shows the rate that a 

Amazon.com
BN.com
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consumer selects the seller Miose value-for- 

money scar is 1. Tte sdectiai rate in tte low

est price shows that the rate that a consumer 

selects the seller offering the lowest price.

FDH motfei Mfll빼빼跚!MIM뻬IIMMIII—
BCC model

Lowest price 

i： '■ Hedoaic model

CCR model 日圍

0% 20% 40% 60% SO% 100%

.；" E1 the ratio of layers choosing the reconsmended one

■ the ratio of bmers no: choosing lhe recommended one

(Figure 3> The S이ection Res니It of 

the Cons니me「

In <Figure 3>, we can s任 that only 46% 

of consumers have selected the seller who 

presents the least price. This shows that as 

much as 54% of consumers have considered 

not only the price but also the characteristics 

of a seller. This rr紀ans that 54% of consumers 

wanted to select sellers with higher val- 

ue-for-rroney although they pay more. In the 

case of the FDH mxfel, 78% of consuma^ se

lected the recommended seller according to 

our mod아 even though the consumers in the 

data could not see the recommendation by our 

model. Among them, 32% (78%〜46%) of 

consumers select the recommended one who 

does not offer the lowest price. This means 

that nK)st consumers consider not only the 

price but also delivery and brand name of on

line shopping sellers. Therefore, this result 

supports that consumers seta the highest 

value-for-money sellers in their d&dsion 

making process in purchasing. So, if the deci

sion support by providing the recom

mendation by value-for^money can be pro™ 

vided, the consumers' decision making is ex

pected to be improved pretty much

5. An Application of FDH 

Model

5.1 Comparison Shopping Site for 
Application

We apply our model to a data set obtained 

from ‘Nawayo.com： a price comparison site 

of Korea providing the seller evaluation score. 

There are seven sellers selling a specific 

notebook with the combinations of price and 

the lev신 s of payment and delivery services 

shown in <Table 4>. Both payment and de

livery service scores repre^nt the evaluation

(Table 4> Variables for AppHcation

Selle 

r

Inputs Outputs

Price
(won)

Payment 

wrvia- 
score

IV j wry 

service 

score

1 1,281,000 8 8.54

2 1,282,500 8 8.5

3 1,349,000 8 8.83

4 1,375,000 9 9.29

5 1,443,900 9 8.5

6 1,447,000 9 8.33

7 1,500,000 8 9.43
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scores from customers who already bought 

the product from each seller. Customers gave 

sellers scores from 1 to 10. The higher score 

is the better. Payment and delivery service 

scores refer to how much customers, who 

bought the products before, are satisfied with 

payment service and delivery period res^c- 

tively.

5.2 Recommendation Information 
for Consumer's Seller Selection

It is not easy for 거 consinner to &인ect a 

seller only with price information, due to the 

uncertainty of characteristics of online shop

ping related with payment, deliveiy and so on. 

So, some comparison shopping services pro

vide the evaluation scores of sellers on pay

ment, delivery and so on. <Table 5> 아 

price compmson information, seller evalua

tion information, and seller recommendation 

information. While the information on price 

comparison and seller evaluation is provided 

by current shopbot, the seller recommen^ 

dation information in the last column of the 

table is the result from our FDH. Our recom^ 

mendation information says which s신ler is 

the best in terms of value-for-money. Speci

fically, a seller with 1, the highest value- 

for-money score, is recommended in our FDH 

model.

In <Table 5>, seller 1 is the most desirable 

seller in terms of price while seller 4 is the 

most desii'able one in terms of the evaluation 

scores of payment and delivery service. The 

offered prices by seller 1, 2, and 3 are less 

than 妾Her 4 while the evaluation scores of 

them are lower than seller 4. Only with price 

and seller evaluation information, it is not 

easy to have the asswmee 사)。ut which seller 

(Table 5) Price Comparison Information, Seller Evaluation Information, and 

Seller Recommendation Information

SeUer

Wee cornpaiison in Seller 飲시甘츈tion 

information

S시ier recomnienckition 

information

IMce (ra나。
Payment service 

score(rank)

Delivery servi(< 

'sccre(rank).

Vcilue for monc'V

1 1,281,00()⑴ 8(4) 854⑷ 0.99(2)

2 1,282,^50(2) 8(4) 850⑸ 098⑶

3 1,349,000⑶ 8(4) 8.83(3) 0.97 ⑷

4 1,375,000(4) 9(1) 9.29 ⑵ 1(1)

5 1,443,900⑸ 9(1) &50⑸ 0.95(5)

6 1,447,000(6) 9(1) 8.33(7) 0,95 ⑸

7 1,500,0)0(7) 8(4) 9.43 ⑴ 0.93(7)
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is the best. Therefore, the recommendation 

information that the seller 4 is most desirable 

in terms of value-for-money will be able to 

help the seller selection of a consumer. We 

can implement a seller recommendation sys

tem as shown in <Figure 4>. In our recom

mendation system, a customer can choose the 

variables to compare the sellers. <Figure 4> 

shows the case of a customer desiring to 

corr^)are sellers in the side of the payment and 

delivery services for price. In this case, a cus

tomer checks the payment and delivery serv

ices, then our recommendation system calcu

lates the value-for-money using one input 

(price) and two outputs (payment and deliv

ery scores). As a result, a mark called a 

“best-buy” is attached to the seller 4 with the 

highest value-for-money.

An implemented system will help a con

sumer make a purchasing decision through 

one-click/

5.3 Benchmarking Information for 
Seller's Price and Service 

Management

If a seller drops the price as the rate of the 

value-for-money score, its value-for-money 

score can become 1. Therefore, the optimum 

price level, which is the result of the in

<Figure 4) Example of Recommendation System Based on Value-for-Money
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put-onentol model, can be utilized as the 

benchmarking infonmtion for the price jx)licy 

shown as <Figure 5>. In order to have the 

competitive power as seller 4, the seller 

ranked as the first one, the rest of 熒恥ts 

should lower the price till the optimum level. 

For example, seller 1 should lower a price as 

much as 1.33% to become as competitive as 

seller 4.

Similarly, if a seller raises the service level 

as much as the rate of the purchase value 

score, its value-for-money score becomes 1. 

Therefore, the optimum service level, th잖f is 

the result of the output^-oriented model, can 

be used as the benchmarking level for the 

service management policy of a seller as 

shown in <Figure 6>. In order to have the 

competitive power as seller 4, the rest sellers 

should improve the payment or delivery 

service level till the optimum level. For ex

ample, seller 1 should increase a payment 

or delivery service score as much as 4.81% 

or 1.35% respectively to become as com- 

petitive as seller 4.

In tliis way, the optimum price and service 

levels can be utilized as the benchmarking 

lev시s to be reached to incr은ase the com

petitive [»wers of sellers whose competitive 

powers fall behind the leading seller in terms 

of the competitive power. Fuithermore, the 

price policy iri <Figure 5> can be used as the 

infomiation for a negotiation between con

sumers and sellers. Service management pok 

icy in <Figure 6> also can h신p a new seller 

with lower brand recognition to change the 

service management policy to have the com

petitive power by improving service rather 

than, lowering a price.

Price manageme효f

6.95%
1,500,000 
1,450,000 
1,400,000 
1,350,000 
1,300,000 
1,250,000 
1,200,000 
1,150,000 
1,100,000

4.77% 4.98%

Current price 1,281,00 1,282,50 1,349,00 1,375,00 1,443,90 1,447,00 1,500,00

□ Difference 17,006 24,427 42,084 0 68,900 72,000 104,279

Ol Optimal price 1,263,99 1,258,07 1,306,91 1,375,00 1,375,00 1,375,00 1,395,72

(Figure 5) Information for Price Management of Seher
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Payment service management

Optimal level 8.385 8.395 8.830 9.000 9.451 9.471 ；9.818

口 Difference 0.385 0.395 0.830 0.000 0.451 0.471 :1.818

白 Current level 8 8 8 9 9 9 8

12.00
10.00 1.35%
8.00 —
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00 一 

Sellerl

Optimal level 8.655

□ Difference 0.115

目 Current level 8.54

Delivery service

1.94% 3.22%

Seller? Seller3 Seller4

8.665 9.114 9.290

0.165 0.284 0.000

8.50 8.83 9.29

9.756 9.776 ； 10.135

1.256 1.446 : 0.705

8.50 8.33 : 9.43

〈Fig나「e 6> Information for Service Management of Seller

6. Conclusions

Most of former DEA studies have eval

uated the performance of production/oper- 

ation processes for organizations such as 

banks, school, or public sectors. We suggest 

that DEA methodology is also good for a buy

er-seller transaction process, which can be 

considered as kind of production process 

combining inputs and outputs. We present a 

FDH model appropriate for the frontier esti

mation methodology for the value-for-money 

measurement, that is the consumers selection 

standard. We also show how to use the FDH 
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model to implement a seller r^ommendation 

system.

Most studies on consumers consumption 

behavior use a survey or controlled experi^- 

ment, which do not accurately reflect actual 

customers purchase choices. For this reason, 

we verify our model using a real-world data 

set collected by shopbots from Deal time, a 

comparison shopping site. We find that only 

46% of the customers selected the seller pre

senting the lowest price. However, as much 

as 78% of the consumers seteted the 

recommencfed by our FDH model based on the 

value-for-money. This provides ail empirical 

evidence that most consumers considerai not 

only the price but also the characteristics of 

sellers such as d인ivery and brand.

Most DEA studies on consumers selection 

deal with the goods choice among heteroge^ 

neous ones. A few studies dealt with seller 

s신ection are also grouped into studies for 

goods choice, since their sellers offer hetero

geneous goods or service. In contrast, our 

study is atout seating sellers providin흥 the 

homogeneous product with different sale con

ditions, wliich is one of the most common 

types of nxxiem. market transactions. In addi

tion, tliis study handles the on line shopping 

wliile most studies do off-line shopping. With 

these differences, it is believed that this study 

provides exceptional results compared to the 

other studies on DEA in consumers purchas

ing choice even though still the assumptions 

of DEA in comparing alternatives in its own 

way remains as the limitation of our method, 

which does not fully consider all the charac

teristics of individual utility functions.

We expect that our results help the con^ 

sumers decision making for the seller se

lection in online conwison shopping by rec^ 

ommendin흥 the superior among several sell

ers selling the same product with different 

price lev산s and services. Our results also 

provide sellers the guide-line about the serv

ice policy and price policy, which is expected 

to be used as the differentiation strategy of 

the comparison shopping service providers 

from many providers arid very comi^titive 

environment.

These days, some shopbots provide a rec

ommendation information with a customer 

certified mark or trust store mark. For exam

ple, BizRate/ 'DealTime/ "Shopping Smart/ 

lShopzilla,f and 'Epinions/ provide a 'best

buy' mai'k to help customers to selec't the best 

seller. Their best—b년y marks are given to the 

sellers presenting the lowest price among the 

sellers with the highest evaluations 돊以）res. 

As a result, such recommendation information 

does not reflect the value™- ftr^nmey. Ifowever, 

online shoppers tend to choose a seller offer

ing the highest value-for-money rather than 

the lowest price, llierefore, in addition to curb

rent best-buy marks, the recommendation in

formation based on value-for-money can help 

customers to choose their own best-buy 

among many sellar offering fawgeneous goods 

and/or sauces.
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If the game theory is applied to the FDH 

model which we present, it can be used for 

a negotiation between a buyer and a seller. 

We will try to reflect the various preferences 

of a consumer in a recommendations system 

for further studies. For example, consumers 

can select the seller selection variables in not 

only payment service score and delivery 

service score considered in our study but also 

a customer service score, interest-free in

stallment, gift, the reserve fund, and so on.
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